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This portable, user–friendly Chinese language guide, phrasebook and dictionary is the cheapest and easiest way to learn
Chinese before and during your trip. If you only want one Chinese language book—Essential Chinese is the way to go. Part
of Tuttle Publishing's Essential Phrasebooks Series, it is a great first introduction and beginner guide to the language of
China and Taiwan and is also designed as a great Chinese phrasebook, making it the most versatile Chinese language
learning tool on the market. Perfect for business people or tourist traveling to China or for students who want to supplement
their learning, this book's easy indexing feature allows it to act as a Mandarin phrase book or as English–Chinese Dictionary.
A clever "point to" feature allows you to simply point to a phrase translated in Chinese without the need to say a single
word or read a single character. You will soon find yourself turning to Essential Chinese again and again when visiting or
working in China. In this book you will find: Over 1500 practical sentences for everyday use. A glossary of over 2000 terms
and expressions. Terms and phrases covering essential aspects of traveling and living in China. Extensive information about
Chinese grammar and pronunciation. This beginner Chinese book will help you quickly and easily learn Chinese. Your ability
to read Chinese, write Chinese, speak Chinese, and comprehend Chinese will be vastly improved without having to take an
entire Chinese language class. Other titles in this bestselling series of phrasebooks include: Essential Japanese, Essential
Arabic, Essential Korean, Essential Tagalog, and Essential Arabic.
A complete beginning-level course for spoken Mandarin Chinese designed to have you talking quickly and accurately! The
Basic Mandarin Chinese series offers a complete introductory Chinese language course specifically designed for native
English speakers. These books teach spoken and written Chinese separately, allowing you to focus on the area most
important to you, and to learn the spoken and written forms of Chinese at different speeds depending on your available
time and interest. The free audio and video recordings included with this book reinforce the content and make the learning
process easy. No matter whether you're learning Mandarin for work, travel or other reasons—the Basic Mandarin Chinese
approach of having two separate but integrated "tracks" helps you to learn the language more efficiently and more
successfully. Key features of this Chinese textbook and discs include: Clear and detailed pronunciation, grammar and
cultural explanations Exercises and activities based on real-life experiences in China Hours of video recordings filmed on
location featuring dozens of native speakers in various parts of China and beyond Six hours of native-speaker audio
recordings for all the book's dialogues and exercises Special software allowing you to interact with the recordings. This
Mandarin textbook is designed to be used with its separately available workbook, Basic Mandarin Chinese—Speaking &
Listening Practice Book which provides a range of drills and exercises designed to dramatically enhance your spoken
proficiency and improve your Chinese language skills.
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Learn the Chinese Mandarin language with this flawlessly represented book, Ideal for the entire family, highlights 100 words
to utilize while voyaging, from food and transport, to animals and climate. Each word is went with a strong outline and a
basic articulation manual for make the jargon fun and simple to learn. Chinese books for kids learning, learn chinese
intermediate, learning mandarin chinese characters, learn chinese audio, learn chinese books, learn chinese while you sleep
greetings, learn mandarin chinese, learning mandarin chinese characters volume 1, learn chinese children, chinese learning
books for kids, learn chinese calligraphy, mandarin chinese language learning, learn to speak chinese, learn chinese book,
learning chinese characters Learning chinese, play and learn chinese, language learning chinese, chinese learning books,
learn chinese, learning english for chinese speakers, learning mandarin chinese, learn mandarin chinese for kids, chinese
learning games, bao bao learns chinese, learning chinese characters tuttle, learn to write chinese characters, chinese
learning, learn chinese kids, mandarin chinese language learning cd, learning chinese for business, chinese learn, learn
traditional chinese, learn chinese language, learn chinese with me 1, chinese learning software, learn chinese for beginners,
kids chinese learning apps, learn to write chinese, learn mandarin chinese for beginners, learn english for chinese, i love
learning chinese Living learning chinese, chinese learn kids, learn chinese while you sleep, chinese learning books for
beginners, chinese learning apps, chinese learning beginner, vivienne zhang learn chinese, listen and learn first chinese
words, learn chinese with me, learning chinese language, collins easy learning chinese characters, learning chinese kids,
learn english chinese, learn chinese workbook, learning chinese cd, kids learn chinese, learn chinese in your car, learn
chinese cd, chinese learning book, baby learns chinese, learn chinese for kids, kids learning chinese, chinese language
learning books, learn chinese audiobook, learning chinese for kids, learn chinese fast, chinese learning english book Learn
chinese card, how to learn chinese, learning chinese kindle, learning mandarin chinese for kids, learning chinese free, learn
chinese mandarin, learn chinese game, chinese learning books for toddlers, so you want your kid to learn chinese, learn
mandarin chinese characters, learning traditional chinese, chinese learning toys, tuttle learning chinese characters,
chineasy everyday learning chinese through its culture, learning chinese for beginners, tuttle learning chinese, learning
chinese book, children chinese learning, learn to read chinese Learn mandarin, mandarin chinese language learning, learn
mandarin cd, learn mandarin chinese, learn mandarin audio book, learn mandarin chinese for kids, learning mandarin
chinese characters volume 1, learning mandarin chinese, learn mandarine, learn to speak mandarin, mandarin learning app,
kids learn mandarin, mandarin learn, learning mandarin, learning mandarin chinese characters, learn mandarin chinese
audio cd, mandarin chinese language learning cd, mandarin toddler learning, mandarin learning for kids, mandarin learning
books, learn mandarin book, mandarin language learning, learn mandarin chinese for beginners, learning mandarin for kids,
learn chinese mandarin, learn mandarin free, learn mandarin dvd, learn mandarin for kids, learning mandarin chinese for
kids, learning mandarin beginners, learn mandarin chinese characters, learning chinese mandarin, mandarin learning
The highly anticipated next book in Tuttle's Stories for Language Learners series is here! This book presents 22 classic
Chinese proverbs and the traditional tales behind them. The stories are bilingual, with the Chinese and English versions
presented on facing pages. Each includes an explanation of how the proverb is used today, cultural notes, vocabulary and
discussion questions. Online audio recordings of the tales by native speakers give students a chance to improve their
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pronunciation and comprehension. Some of the proverbs featured in this collection include: "Painting the Eyes on the
Dragon" Based on the story of a famous court painter in 6th century China who painted dragons, this proverb refers to the
finishing touches needed to bring a work of art or literature to life. In a discussion, it refers to the final statements used to
clinch the argument. "Waiting for Rabbits by a Tree Stump" Based on an ancient folktale about a foolish farmer who sees a
rabbit kill itself in front of him by running into a tree stump, then gives up tilling his field to wait for more rabbits by the
stump. This saying is applied to people who wait passively for luck to strike again. It also refers to impractical people who
stick to one way of doing things only because it has worked for them once in the past. "Pure Water Has No Fish; Perfect
People Have No Friends" Many versions of this historical tale exist. The one told here is about a 2nd century AD official sent
to govern a far-flung outpost on the Silk Road who is fastidious in applying strict rules and thereby causes the local people
to rebel against him. In the professional world, it is used to refer to people who do not like to work with an overly strict
supervisor or colleague. Whether being used in a classroom or for self-study, Chinese Stories for Language Learners
provides an educational and entertaining way for intermediate Mandarin learners to expand their vocabulary and
understanding of the language.
An Introduction to Speaking and Listening for Beginners (Downloadable Audio MP3 and Printable Pages Included)
Speak Chinese with Confidence! (Mandarin Chinese Phrasebook)
An Introduction to Reading and Writing for Beginners (MP3 Audio CD and Printable Flash Cards Included)
Korean For Dummies
Move From Complete Beginner Level to Basic Proficiency (Downloadable Audio Included)
Read and Write Mandarin Chinese As the Chinese Do (Downloadable Audio and Material Included)
Principles and Practice in Second Language Acquisition
Welcome to the world's most efficient method of learning Mandarin Chinese, whether you are striving to learn
Chinese on your own, or studying in a classroom setting. Part of the widely-used and highly acclaimed Kubler
series, Intermediate Spoken Chinese provides separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn to read,
write and speak Chinese efficiently, at your own pace. Some students and teachers wish to emphasize
speaking ability first, whereas others want to focus on learning to read and write Chinese at the same time.
These Chinese language study books allow you the flexibility to acquire the spoken language and the written
language with the method that best fits your needs. Intermediate Spoken Chinese allows you to experience
real-life situations in different Mandarin-speaking locales. (It also exposes you to the authentic range of
Chinese accents; you're not limited only to learning an imaginary "textbook Beijing accent" as in other
books). Each of the everyday situations explored here—from shopping at a market to playing unexpected
phone tag—is one you're likely to encounter as you interact with Chinese language speakers. You can choose
to use this book with its corresponding Intermediate Chinese Practice Essentials Workbook, available
separately, that offers you a wide range of one-of-a-kind activities to help you practice the language skills
you learn here. Key features of Intermediate Spoken Chinese: Clear and detailed explanations of natural,
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colloquial Chinese grammar, pronunciation and usage Recommended strategies to help you learn to speak
Chinese more efficiently Experience the actual speaking styles of Chinese people in various parts of mainland
China as well as Taiwan, Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia Notes on Chinese culture and society
allow you to understand situational etiquette Discussions of challenges faced specifically by English speakers
who are learning Chinese and how to overcome them Downloadable audio recordings by native speakers of all
the vocabulary, dialogues, and other vital items A separate Teacher's Guide and a full character transcript
(Simplified and Traditional) are both available electronically Accompanying digital content contains 56 videos
shot on location, which allows you to view conversations involving Chinese speakers from different parts of
China Feel confident traveling in the Mandarin-speaking world; with this language learning set you will be
speaking Chinese gracefully and fluidly in no time.
More than three decades after its first publication, Edward Said's groundbreaking critique of the West's
historical, cultural, and political perceptions of the East has become a modern classic. In this wide-ranging,
intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the origins of "orientalism" to the centuries-long period during
which Europe dominated the Middle and Near East and, from its position of power, defined "the orient" simply
as "other than" the occident. This entrenched view continues to dominate western ideas and, because it does
not allow the East to represent itself, prevents true understanding. Essential, and still eye-opening,
Orientalism remains one of the most important books written about our divided world.
In this Second Edition of her bestseller, Christine Sleeter and new co-author Judith Flores Carmona show how
educators can learn to teach rich, academically rigorous, multicultural curricula within a standards-based
environment. The authors have meticulously updated each chapter to address current changes in education
policy and practice. New vignettes of classroom practice have been added to illustrate how today’s teachers
navigate the Common Core State Standards. The book’s field-tested conceptual framework elaborates on the
following elements of curriculum design: ideology, enduring ideas, democratized assessment, transformative
intellectual knowledge, students and their communities, intellectual challenges, and curriculum resources. UnStandardizing Curriculum shows teachers what they can do to “un-standardize” knowledge in their own
classrooms, while working toward high standards of academic achievement. Book Features: Classroom
vignettes to help teachers bridge theory with practice in the context of commonly faced pressures and
expectations.Guidance for teachers who want to develop their classroom practice, including the possibilities
and spaces teachers have within a standardized curriculum.Attention to multiple subject areas and levels of
schooling, making the book applicable across a wide range of teacher education programs.A critique of the
tensions between school reforms and progressive classroom practice. “This second edition is a game changer
for educators interested in powerful curriculum engineering to support new century students” —H. Richard
Milner IV, Helen Faison Endowed Chair of Urban Education, University of Pittsburgh “This text breaks new
ground with a timely contribution that provides solid, potentially emancipatory grounding for a new,
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inclusive, research-based vision of curriculum, assessment, schools, and society.” —Angela Valenzuela,
author “This is a book that teachers, teacher educators, policymakers, and researchers will continue to return
to for guidance and inspiration.” —Dolores Delgado Bernal, University of Utah
This is a beginning-level course in spoken Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have
you quickly speaking and comprehending Mandarin Chinese. Along with its sister book Basic Written Chinese
and their accompanying workbooks, Basic Spoken Chinese offers a complete introductory course to the
Chinese language. As a native English speaker, working hard to learn Chinese is not enough; you have to
work smart in order to learn this very different language efficiently. Downloadable audio and video reinforce
the material introduced in the book. No matter why you've chosen to learn Chinese—for business, travel,
cultural studies or another goal—the Basic Chinese approach of two separate but integrated tracks in spoken
and written Chinese will help you learn this language most efficiently and successfully. Detailed explanations
in English of Chinese pronunciation, grammar, usage, culture, society, and recommended learning
approaches. A digital Instructor's Guide is available electronically. A written Character Transcript (Simplified
and Traditional) is available electronically. The downloadable materials feature: 40 videos with dozens of
native speakers filmed on location in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia. 6
hours of native-speaker audio, including all of the book's conversations. Build up sections, new words, and
pronunciation exercises. Available separately, Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials is the companion
workbook for Basic Spoken Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises
designed to dramatically enhance your proficiency in speaking and comprehending. While designed for use
with the companion textbook, it can be used together with any Chinese textbook or teaching program to hone
your Chinese language skills.
Basic Written Chinese
A Workbook for Beginning Learners of Spoken Chinese (Audio and Practice PDF downloads Included)
Chinese for Hospitality and Tourism
Hacking Chinese
Multidisciplinary Perspectives from Chinese-Speaking Regions
New Developments in Employment Discrimination Law
Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials

China Ready! prepares students and independent learners to work in the hospitality and tourism industry for high-value tourism
business coming from China to English-speaking countries. The book focuses on listening and speaking skills – essential skills for
learners. This book’s features include the following: • Important cultural and social awareness factors for interacting with clients from
China • Vocabulary • Real-life scenarios • Situational role playing and interactive listening • Experiential exercises to encourage
learning outside the classroom The book is aimed at students who have attained the Common European Framework Reference
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(CEFR) A2 level and will bring them up to the CEFR B2/C1 level or 汉语水平 考试 (HSK) 4/5.
Take your mastery of Mandarin Chinese to the next level with this comprehensive workbook and CD! Learning to speak Mandarin
Chinese requires many hours of practice — there's just no way around it! But by using this one-of-a-kind practice guide, together with
whatever Chinese language-learning book or program you're already involved with, you can dramatically improve your ability to speak
and comprehend spoken Chinese and Chinese grammar. This book presents a wealth of tested and proven practice activitiesincluding approximately 16 hours of audio recordings and over 200 pages of drills and exercises — to help you polish your spoken
Chinese to a high intermediate-level. It can be used successfully with any intermediate-level Chinese language learning book (such as
Intermediate Spoken Chinese) and enables you to quickly move from beginner to intermediate level proficiency in the language. It's
also beneficial for people with plans to travel to China, or who wish to brush up and review their spoken Chinese in preparation for an
exam. Intermediate Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials includes hundreds of activities that have been carefully designed to perfect
and reinforce each aspect of your Chinese speaking and comprehension ability: Pronunciation exercises Vocabulary and grammar
summaries Substitution drills Transformation and response drills Role play and listening comprehension exercises Dictation exercises
Translation exercises Also included on the disk are printable PDF files for dozens of additional pages of useful activities. If your goal is
to learn Chinese at a higher level of mastery, Intermediate Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials offers the broadest range of activities
and drills for you to use on their own or pair with another textbook to reach your desired expertise.
This comprehensive Mandarin workbook can be used with any textbook or on its own to dramatically enhance your Mandarin
speaking and listening skills. No matter what textbook you're using to learn Mandarin, it requires a lot of practice. Here is a wealth of
effective activities and drills—plus over 16 hours of audio recordings—to help you improve your spoken Mandarin Chinese quickly and
effectively. This book follows the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Speaking & Listening textbook but works equally well with other
coursebooks or on its own. The free disc contains hours of audio recording as well as printable PDF files providing hundreds of pages
of extra practice exercises and activities. Basic Mandarin Chinese—Speaking & Listening Practice Book includes hundreds of
carefully designed activities to help you with every aspect of your speaking skills, including: Pronunciation exercises Vocabulary and
Grammar summaries Substitution drills Transformation and Response drills Role Playing and Listening Comprehension Dictation
exercises Translation exercises The downloadable audio includes: 16 hours of audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers
Printable practice pages Printable exercises and activities About the Basic Mandarin Chinese series: Respected Chinese language
educator Dr. Cornelius Kubler has taught Mandarin Chinese to diplomats, business people and students for several decades—using
an effective learning system with two separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn the spoken and written forms of the language
more efficiently and more successfully. The materials in this series have been acclaimed as a breakthrough in Mandarin Chinese
language learning.
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4 million copies sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic
Habits offers a proven framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading experts on habit formation,
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reveals practical strategies that will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that
lead to remarkable results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits
repeat themselves again and again not because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong system for change. You
do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can take you to new
heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life and work.
Here, he draws on the most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for
making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible. Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained with true stories
from Olympic gold medalists, award-winning artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star comedians who have used the
science of small habits to master their craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: • make time for new habits (even when life
gets crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation and willpower; • design your environment to make success easier; • get back on track
when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the way you think about progress and success, and give you
the tools and strategies you need to transform your habits--whether you are a team looking to win a championship, an organization
hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an individual who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any other
goal.
Essential Mandarin Chinese Grammar
Essentials of Family Medicine
Essentials of Nursing Research
The Routledge Handbook of Chinese Language Teaching
Basic Mandarin Chinese - Reading & Writing Practice Book
A Treasury of Proverbs and Folktales in Chinese and English
An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones
The Routledge Handbook of Chinese Language Teaching defines Chinese language teaching in a pedagogical, historical, and contemporary context.
Throughout the volume, teaching methods are discussed, including the traditional China-based approach, and Western methods such as communicative
teaching and the immersion program. The Handbook also presents a pedagogical model covering pronunciation, tones, characters, vocabulary, grammar,
and the teaching of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The remaining chapters explore topics of language assessment, technology enhanced
instruction, teaching materials and resources, Chinese for specific purposes, classroom implementation, social contexts of language teaching and language
teaching policies, and pragmatics and culture. Ideal for scholars and researchers of Chinese language teaching, the Handbook will benefit educators and
teacher training programs. This is the first comprehensive volume exploring the growing area of Chinese language pedagogy.
"This book by Lisa Tauxe and others is a marvelous tool for education and research in Paleomagnetism. Many students in the U.S. and around the world
will welcome this publication, which was previously only available via the Internet. Professor Tauxe has performed a service for teaching and research that
is utterly unique."—Neil D. Opdyke, University of Florida
Use this one-of-a-kind practice guide and Chinese workbook together with any Chinese book or language program, and dramatically enhance your
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speaking. No matter what book or course you're using to learn Chinese, it takes a lot of practice. Here is a wealth of effective practice activities to help
polish your written Chinese. This book corresponds to Basic Written Chinese and allows you to move from complete beginner level to basic proficiency.
Included downloadable content contains extensive audio material, as well as (printable) flash cards. Practice Essentials includes carefully designed
activities to help solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, including: Chinese character practice sheets. Dictation, fill–in–the–blank, dialog
completion. Answering questions, map reading, converting written style to spoken style. Identify radicals and phonetics; punctuating sentences. Written
tasks based on realia like schedule, photographs, and name cards. Translation exercises. The downloadable materials include: 64 minutes of native–speaker
audio. 288 printable flash cards. Together with this book, you can use the Basic Spoken Chinese series if you want to learn fluent spoken Mandarin. About
the Series: Respected Chinese language expert Dr. Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a learning system
that uses separate but integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in Basic Spoken Chinese
allow you to move from complete beginner level to basic fluency.
Essential Mandarin Chinese Grammar is a systematic overview of Mandarin grammar, oriented toward self-study, English-speaking students. Through
explanations of common mistakes learners make, useful example sentences and exercises with an answer key, this book provides a detailed introduction to
the unique grammar structures of the Mandarin language. Ideal for any student who is interested in taking their skills to the next level, this book makes the
difficult task of perfecting grammar efficient, interesting and rewarding. Essential Mandarin Chinese Grammar is a perfect tool to help you form correct and
natural-sounding sentences, and determine how to best use the grammar you need for reading or writing Mandarin. Each example and exercise is written in
both pinyin and Simplified Chinese Characters to accommodate learners with varying levels of character literacy, including those who have learned only to
speak but not read.
A Wealth of Activities to Enhance Your Spoken Mandarin (Downloadable Audio Included)
An Introduction to Spoken Mandarin for Beginners (Audio and Video Downloads Included)
Chinese Stories for Language Learners
A Wealth of Activities to Enhance Your Spoken Mandarin (DVD Included)
Basic Spoken Chinese
(HSK Levels 1 -3) A Revolutionary New Way to Learn and Remember the 800 Most Basic Chinese Characters
An Introduction to Speaking and Listening for Beginners (Downloadable Media and MP3 Audio Included)

Learning to speak Chinese requires many hours of practice—there's just no way around it!
But by using this one-of-a-kind practice guide, together with whatever Chinese languagelearning book or program you're using, you can dramatically improve your ability to speak
and comprehend Mandarin Chinese. This book presents a wealth of tested and proven
practice activities—including approximately 16 hours of downloadable audio recordings and
over 200 pages of drills and exercises—to help you polish your spoken Chinese to a solid
intermediate level. It can be used successfully with any intermediate-level Chinese
language learning book, such as Intermediate Spoken Chinese, and enables you to easily
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move from beginning to intermediate level proficiency in the language. Intermediate
Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials includes hundreds of activities that have been
carefully designed to perfect and reinforce each aspect of your Chinese speaking and
comprehension ability: Pronunciation exercises. Vocabulary and grammar summaries.
Substitution drills. Transformation and response drills. Role play and listening
comprehension exercises. Dictation exercises. Translation exercises. The downloadable
audio contains: 16 hours of audio by native Mandarin speakers. Printable practice pages.
Printable exercises and activities. Together with or after this book, you can use
Intermediate Written Chinese and Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials if you
want to learn Chinese reading and writing. It introduces the highest-frequency characters
and words in a systematic way. About the Series Respected Chinese language expert Dr.
Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a
learning system that uses separate but integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master
the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in the Basic Chinese series allow
you to move from complete beginner level to intermediate fluency.
Learning to read and write Chinese requires lots of practice. This unique practice guide
can be used with any Chinese textbook or on its own to enhance your proficiency in
reading and writing Mandarin Chinese. Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials
offers a wealth of carefully-designed exercises and activities to help you develop every
aspect of your reading and writing ability. This workbook has been designed so it can be
used either in a class with an instructor or by independent learners working on their
own. Both simplified and traditional characters are taught and practiced in the same
volume. This means students can learn either or both kinds of characters without having
to purchase another book, and instructors have the flexibility to teach a combined class
where some students read and write one type of characters and other students the other
type. This workbook provides character practice sheets for the 336 characters introduced
in Intermediate Written Chinese, with complete information on stroke order and direction
for both the simplified and traditional forms of the characters. Reading and writing
exercises are included, such as those involving dictation and the answering of questions
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based on the content of each lesson. English-Chinese translation exercises are provided
for each unit. The Downloadable content provides: Native-speaker audio recordings for
dictation practice. Printable flash cards for all the new characters and words, with
Chinese characters on one side and Pinyin and English on the other. Printable pdf files
with additional exercises and activities. Together with this book, you can use
Intermediate Spoken Chinese if you want to learn fluent spoken Mandarin. About the
Series: Respected Chinese language expert Dr. Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats,
business people and students, presents a learning system that uses separate but
integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written
Chinese. The materials in the Basic Chinese series allow you to move from complete
beginner level to basic fluency.
Use this one-of-a-kind practice guide and Chinese workbook together with any Chinese book
or language program, and dramatically enhance your speaking. No matter what book or
course you're using to learn Chinese, it takes a lot of practice. Here is a wealth of
effective practice activities to help polish your written Chinese. This book corresponds
to Basic Written Chinese and allows you to move from complete beginner level to basic
proficiency. An included disc contains extensive audio material, as well as (printable)
flash cards. Practice Essentials includes carefully designed activities to help solidify
every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, including: Chinese character practice sheets.
Dictation, fill–in–the–blank, dialog completion. Answering questions, map reading,
converting written style to spoken style. Identify radicals and phonetics; punctuating
sentences. Written tasks based on realia like schedule, photographs, and name cards.
Translation exercises. The corresponding MP3 audio CD includes: 64 minutes of
native–speaker audio. 288 printable flash cards. Together with this book, you can use the
Basic Spoken Chinese series if you want to learn fluent spoken Mandarin. About the
Series: Respected Chinese language expert Dr. Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats,
business people and students, presents a learning system that uses separate but
integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written
Chinese. The materials in Basic Spoken Chinese allow you to move from complete beginner
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level to basic fluency.
Teach Yourself takes the pain out of picking up a new language Teach Yourself Beginner's
Mandarin Chinese requires no prior experience in the language and gives you the
opportunity to study at a reasonable, steady pace. This course makes the process nearly
painless--it is written in a friendly and supportive tone, and the structure offers you
plenty of opportunities for self-practice. You are in control of your learning
experience, so you never feel overwhelmed or rushed. This practical course introduces the
new language without inundating you and includes dialogues and exercises, a helpful
pronunciation section, manageable lists of practical vocabulary, a glossary of grammar
terms, and more. The accompanying audio CD features recordings by native speakers and
contains dialogues from the book as well as exercises in listening and speaking.
Learn Mandarin Chinese for Beginners
Basic Mandarin Chinese - Speaking & Listening Textbook
Intermediate Spoken Chinese
A Workbook for Beginning Learners of Written Chinese (Audio Download and Printable Flash
Cards Included)
Rethinking EMI
Atomic Habits
Basic Written Chinese Practice Essentials
Learning Chinese can be frustrating and difficult, partly because it's very different from European languages. Following a teacher,
textbook or language course is not enough. They show you the characters, words and grammar you need to become proficient in
Chinese, but they don't teach you how to learn them! Regardless of what program you're in (if any), you need to take responsibility
for your own learning. If you don't, you will miss many important things that aren't included in the course you're taking. If you study
on your own, you need to be even more aware of what you need to do, what you're doing at the moment and the difference between
them. Here are some of the questions I have asked and have since been asked many times by students: How do I learn characters
efficiently? How do I get the most out of my course or teacher? Which are the best learning tools and resources? How can I
become fluent in Mandarin? How can I improve my pronunciation? How do I learn successfully on my own? How can I motivate
myself to study more? How can I fit learning Chinese into a busy schedule? The answers I've found to these questions and many
others form the core of this book. It took eight years of learning, researching, teaching and writing to figure these things out. Not
everybody has the time to do that! I can't go back in time and help myself learn in a better way, but I can help you! This book is
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meant for normal students and independent language learners alike. While it covers all major areas of learning, you won't learn
Chinese just by reading this book. It's like when someone on TV teaches you how to cook: you won't get to eat the delicious dish
just by watching the program; you have to do the cooking yourself. That's true for this book as well. When you apply what you
learn, it will boost your learning, making every hour you spend count for more, but you still have to do the learning yourself. This is
what a few readers have said about the book: "The book had me nodding at a heap of things I'd learnt the hard way, wishing I knew
them when I started, as well as highlighting areas that I'm currently missing in my study." - Geoff van der Meer, VP engineering
"This publication is like a bible for anyone serious about Chinese proficiency. It's easy for anyone to read and written with
scientific precision." - Zachary Danz, foreign teacher, children's theatre artist About me I started learning Chinese when I was 23
(that's more than eight years ago now) and have since studied in many different situations, including serious immersion programs
abroad, high-intensity programs in Sweden, online courses, as well as on the side while working or studying other things. I have
also successfully used my Chinese in a graduate program for teaching Chinese as a second language, taught entirely in Chinese
mostly for native speakers (the Graduate Institute for Teaching Chinese as a Second Language at National Taiwan Normal
University). All these parts have contributed to my website, Hacking Chinese, where I write regularly about how to learn Mandarin.
Elementary Mandarin Chinese Textbook is a new beginner Mandarin Chinese course which enables you to quickly learn the basics
of the language. The 24 lessons in this book are meant to be used in 3 hours per week of class instruction over one academic year.
Students will need another 2–3 hours of outside practice and review for every hour of class time, using the materials in the
accompanying Elementary Mandarin Chinese Workbook. These books can also be used by self-study learners due to the extensive
explanations and free supplementary materials available — including online audio and video recordings and flash cards. The entire
course can be completed in 25 to 35 weeks and teaches you the basic skills of speaking, reading and writing Mandarin Chinese at a
conversational level. Each lesson starts with a dialogue and includes a list of new and supplementary Chinese vocabulary along
with questions and grammar notes about the dialogue, a reading section and extensive exercises (that are in the Workbook).
Elementary Mandarin Chinese Textbook offers the following significant advantages over other similar textbooks: Common,
everyday Chinese dialogues are used—complete with vocabulary lists and questions and storylines based on actual everyday
experiences in China Chinese grammar is explained in simple, non-technical terms with useful notes and tips given Reading
exercises are provided for all new words and phrases in each lesson Free online audio recordings by native speakers from
different regions of China help you not only acquire correct pronunciation, but also to understand Chinese speakers who have
different accents Illustrations and supplementary video clips add authenticity to the materials in the book A Chinese-English
dictionary, downloadable flash cards and supplementary exercises are all provided Both Chinese characters and Pinyin Romanized
forms are given throughout the book (except for the reading exercises), so this book can be used by students who wish to focus on
learning the spoken language, as well as those who are learning to read and write the Chinese characters simultaneously. This
textbook should be used in conjunction with Elementary Mandarin Chinese Workbook and the included audio files, which can be
downloaded free directly from the Tuttle website.
This comprehensive Chinese character workbook can be used with any textbook or on its own to dramatically enhance your
Mandarin reading and writing skills! No matter what textbook you're using to learn Chinese, it requires a lot of practice. Here is a
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wealth of effective activities and drills—plus an hour of native speaker audio recordings—to help you learn the 288 basic Chinese
characters quickly and effectively. This book follows the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading & Writing textbook but works equally
well with other coursebooks or on its own. The free disc contains audio recordings as well as printable PDF files providing
hundreds of pages of extra exercises and activities and a set of 288 printable flash cards to help you learn the basic characters.
Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading and Writing Practice Book includes a wealth of carefully-designed activities designed to improve
every aspect of your reading and writing skills, including: Character writing practice sheets Dictation, fill-in-the-blank, and dialog
completion exercises Answering questions, reading maps, converting written style to spoken style Identifying radicals and
phonetics, punctuating sentences Writing tasks based on real-life schedules, photographs and name cards Translation exercises
The accompanying disc contains: Audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers Hundreds of printable practice pages A printable
set of 288 Chinese flashcards About the Basic Mandarin Chinese series: Respected Chinese language educator Dr. Cornelius
Kubler has taught Mandarin Chinese to diplomats, business people and students for several decades—using an effective learning
system with two separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn the spoken and written forms of the language more efficiently
and more successfully. The materials in this series have been acclaimed as a breakthrough in Mandarin Chinese language learning.
Everything you need to learn the 349 most basic Chinese characters quickly and easily is in this box - our #1 Chinese language
learning kit! 349 Flash Cards. A Handy Organizing Ring . Audio Recordings of More than 2000 words and phrases . Plus a 32-page
study booklet. To succeed in mastering Chinese characters, there are just 3 secrets: begin with the most useful characters, study
them in the most effective order, and use repetition galore! Flash cards remain one of the most effective tools for rapid
memorization, and Tuttle's flash cards are the best available today. Whether on a train from Beijing to Shanghai or sitting under a
tree in Berkeley, you can be study Chinese with this well-designed, easy-to-use set of flashcards. Developed with HSK study and
AP test-prep in mind, the front of Tuttle's Chinese Flash Cards give one Chinese character, a stroke order guide, 4 words and
phrases, and look-alike alerts to help avoid confusion. On the reverse is as much information as a dictionary entry: Romanized
pronunciation and English meanings, sample sentences for correct usage, plus helpful mnemonics and learning tips.
Downloadable audio gives native-speaker pronunciations and a handy organizing ring is the perfect way to keep the cards all
together when you're on the go.
Teach Yourself Beginner's Mandarin Chinese (Set 4)
Write and Speak Chinese Like a Native! The Ultimate Guide to Everyday Chinese Usage
Essential Chinese
Tuttle Learning Chinese Characters
Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials
Appraising Evidence for Nursing Practice
Characters 1-349: HSK Elementary Level (Downloadable Audio Included)

Estudo comparado sobre o tratamento dado à discriminação no emprego no Direito do trabalho dos seguintes países:Estados
Unidos, Reino Unido, Alemanha, França, Austrália, Coréia, Formosa, Japão.
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Welcome to the world's most efficient method of learning Mandarin Chinese, whether you are striving to learn Chinese on your
own, or studying in a classroom setting. Part of the widely-used and highly acclaimed Kubler series, Intermediate Spoken
Chinese provides separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn to read, write and speak Chinese efficiently, at your own
pace. Some students and teachers wish to emphasize speaking ability first, whereas others want to focus on learning to read
and write Chinese at the same time. These Chinese language study books allow you the flexibility to acquire the spoken
language and the written language with the method that best fits your needs. Intermediate Spoken Chinese allows you to
experience real-life situations in different Mandarin-speaking locales. (It also exposes you to the authentic range of Chinese
accents; you're not limited only to learning an imaginary "textbook Beijing accent" as in other books.) Each of the everyday
situations explored here—from shopping at a market to playing unexpected phone tag—is one you're likely to encounter as
you interact with Chinese language speakers. You can choose to use this book with its corresponding Intermediate Chinese
Practice Essentials Workbook, available separately, that offers you a wide range of one-of-a-kind activities to help you practice
the language skills you learn here. Key features of Intermediate Spoken Chinese: Clear and detailed explanations of natural,
colloquial Chinese grammar, pronunciation and usage Recommended strategies to help you learn to speak Chinese more
efficiently Experience the actual speaking styles of Chinese people in various parts of mainland China as well as Taiwan,
Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia Notes on Chinese culture and society allow you to understand situational etiquette
Discussions of challenges faced specifically by English speakers who are learning Chinese and how to overcome them Audio
recordings by native speakers of all the vocabulary, dialogues, and other vital items A separate Teacher's Guide and a full
character transcript (Simplified and Traditional) are both available electronically An accompanying software program contains
56 videos shot on location which allows you to view conversations involving Chinese speakers from different parts of China
With this language learning set that includes a textbook, CD-ROM, and DVD, you will be speaking Chinese gracefully and fluidly
and feel confident traveling in the Mandarin-speaking world.
Due to the competitive edge it confers on students, educational institutions, and non-English speaking nations in a globalized
economy, English as a medium of instruction (EMI) has been gaining popularity in tertiary education in non-native Englishspeaking (NNES) countries. Institute-wide EMI implementation has often been imposed by top-down decisions, in combination
with the optimistic view that the horse should always be placed before the cart. However, emerging evidence suggests that the
delivery of such programs to NNES students has led to new pedagogical challenges and learning problems that go beyond the
scope of language learning and teaching and deserve immediate attention. For example, how would an instructor respond to
situations in which students’ learning of content is compromised by their limited language proficiency? This book draws on the
current practice of EMI in diverse disciplines and university settings and examines how these new pedagogical and learning
issues can be addressed. The discussion also involves a reflection on the essence of EMI in relation to the use of the first
language (L1) as the medium of instruction in tertiary education. In addition, the book includes discussion about how to ensure
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and maintain the quality of EMI programs and assess the readiness of stakeholders for such programs, which include
administrators, teachers, and students. The discussion is led by exemplars in Hong Kong and Taiwan, where the majority of
students are native Chinese speakers, in the hope of developing critical perspectives and practical guidelines as references for
EMI in other NNES settings. “The Open Access version of this book, available at http://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/ISBN, has
been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.
The present volume examines the relationship between second language practice and what is known about the process of
second language acquisition, summarising the current state of second language acquisition theory, drawing general
conclusions about its application to methods and materials and describing what characteristics effective materials should have.
The author concludes that a solution to language teaching lies not so much in expensive equipment, exotic new methods, or
sophisticated language analysis, but rather in the full utilisation of the most important resources - native speakers of the
language - in real communication.
The Complete Language Course for Beginning Learners (With Companion Audio)
An Introduction to Written Chinese for Beginners (DVD Included)
First Words for Everyone (Learn Chinese Mandarin for Kids, Learn Chinese Mandarin for Adults, Learn to Speak Chinese
Mandarin, Kids Book in Mandarin)
Chinese Flash Cards Kit Volume 1
Elementary Mandarin Chinese Workbook
An Introduction to Reading and Writing for Beginners (Downloadable MP3 Audio and Printable Flash Cards Included)
Intermediate Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials
This is an intermediate-level course in written Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly reading and
writing simple, connected Chinese sentences. The Basic Chinese and Intermediate Chinese books provide separate but integrated "tracks" to
help you learn to speak, read, and write Chinese efficiently at your own pace. Some students and teachers wish to emphasize speaking
ability first, whereas others wish to focus on learning to speak, read, and write Chinese at the same time. Intermediate Written Chinese allows
you the flexibility to learn the written language and the written Chinese at your own pace. Learn to use 336 high frequency characters, and
over 1,200 common words written with them. Together with the 288 characters and 700 words introduced in Basic Written Chinese, a total of
624 characters and more than 1,900 words are formally taught in this two-volume course. In addition, another 199 supplementary characters
and over 700 supplementary words are introduced for extra learning, meaning that you will have encountered a grand total of 823 characters
and over 2,600 words by the end of this course. Carefully designed to have you quickly reading and writing connected Chinese sentences.
Each lesson introduces six new characters and a number of words written with them. By dividing the learning into small tasks, you attain a
sense of accomplishment rather than getting bogged down. The structure and etymology of each new character is explained in detail to make
the learning of characters easier, and similar characters are compared and contrasted. Some lessons include realia such as photographs of
street signs, name cards, e-mail messages, and handwritten notes. Both simplified and traditional characters are taught throughout; you may
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choose to learn one or both. Features a variety of fonts in both typeset and handwritten styles, to prepare you to use Chinese in many
different contexts—from reading signs and newspapers, to computers and mobile phone texts. The downloadable audio includes: Over 6
hours of audio by several native Mandarin speakers. Recordings of all reading selections. Recordings with the pronunciations of all new
characters and words. Additional lessons and reading selections. Available separately, Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials is
the companion workbook for Intermediate Written Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises designed to
dramatically enhance your proficiency in reading and writing Chinese. While designed for use with the companion textbook, it can be used
together with any Chinese textbook or teaching program to hone your Chinese reading and writing skills.
Suitable for both independent study and class use, this text comprises an accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single
volume.
This is a beginning-level course in spoken Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly speaking and
comprehending Mandarin Chinese. Along with its sister book Basic Written Chinese and their accompanying workbooks, Basic Spoken
Chinese offers a complete introductory course to the Chinese language. As a native English speaker, working hard to learn Chinese is not
enough; you have to work smart to learn this very different language efficiently. An accompanying MP3 audio CD and a separate DVD with
video software reinforce the material introduced in the book. No matter why you've chosen to learn Chinese—for business, travel, cultural
studies or another goal—the Basic Chinese approach of two separate but integrated tracks in spoken and written Chinese will help you learn
this language most efficiently and successfully. Detailed explanations in English of Chinese pronunciation, grammar, usage, culture, society,
and recommended learning approaches. A digital Instructor's Guide is available electronically. A written Character Transcript (Simplified and
Traditional) is available electronically. The MP3 audio CD and software CDs feature: 40 videos with dozens of native speakers filmed on
location in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia. 6 hours of native-speaker audio, including all of the book's
conversations. Build up sections, new words, and pronunciation exercises. Available separately, Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials is
the companion workbook for Basic Spoken Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises designed to enhance
your proficiency in speaking and comprehending dramatically. While intended for use with the companion textbook, it can be used together
with any Chinese textbook or teaching program to hone your Chinese language skills.
A staple of family medicine training for 30 years, Essentials of Family Medicine offers a comprehensive introduction to this specialty designed
just for clerkship students. Covering principles of family medicine, preventive care, and a full range of common ambulatory care problems, it
provides all the guidance you need to succeed on a clinical rotation in family medicine.
Multicultural Teaching in the Standards-Based Classroom
A Grammar and Workbook
Intermediate Written Chinese
Basic German
Read and Write Mandarin Chinese As the Chinese Do (Downloadable Material Included)
A Practical Approach to Fluency in Spoken Mandarin (DVD and MP3 Audio CD Included)
A Practical Approach to Fluency in Spoken Mandarin (Downloadable Audio Included)
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This user–friendly book is aimed at helping students of Mandarin Chinese learn and remember
Chinese characters. At last—there is a truly effective and enjoyable way to learn Chinese
characters! This book helps students to learn and remember both the meanings and the
pronunciations of over 800 characters. This otherwise daunting task is made easier by the use of
techniques based on the psychology of learning and memory. key principles include the use of
visual imagery, the visualization of short "stories," and the systematic building up of more
complicated characters from basic building blocks. Although Learning Chinese Characters is
primarily a book for serious learners of Mandarin Chinese, it can be used by anyone with an
interest in Chinese characters, without any prior knowledge of Chinese. It can be used alongside
(or after, or even before) a course in the Chinese language. All characters are simplified (as
in mainland China) but traditional characters are also given, when available. Key features:
Specially designed pictures and stories are used in a structured way to make the learning
process more enjoyable and effective, reducing the need for rote learning to the absolute
minimum. The emphasis throughout is on learning and remembering the meanings and pronunciations
of the characters. Tips are also included on learning techniques and how to avoid common
problems. Characters are introduced in a logical sequence, which also gives priority to learning
the most common characters first. Modern simplified characters are used, with pronunciations
given in pinyin. Key information is given for each character, including radical, stroke–count,
traditional form, compounds, and guidance on writing the character. This is a practical guide
with a clear, concise and appealing layout, and it is well–indexed with easy look–up methods.
The 800 Chinese characters and 1,033 compounds specified for the original HSK Level A
proficiency test are covered.
This eighth edition of Essentials of Nursing Research, written by AJN awardwinning authors,
along with its accompanying Study Guide for Essentials of Nursing Research, student learning
ancillaries, and instructor teaching materials present a unique learningteaching package that is
designed to teach students how to read and critique research reports, and to appreciate the
application of research findings to nursing practice.New to this edition: New text organization
with separate sections on quantitative and qualitative research offer greater continuity of
ideas to better meet the needs of students and faculty. New online chapter supplements for every
chapter expand student's knowledge of research topics New chapter on mixed methods research,
which involves the blending of qualitative and quantitative data in a single inquiry, responds
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to the surge of interest in this type of research Increased emphasis on evidencebased practice
(EBP) especially in the areas of asking wellworded questions for EBP and searching for such
evidence guides the reader from theory to application. Enhanced assistance for instructors with
numerous suggestions on how to make learning aboutand teachingresearch methods more rewarding.
Use this one-of-a-kind practice guide together with any Chinese book or language program, and
dramatically enhance your speaking and listening skills. No matter what book or course you're
using to learn Chinese, it takes a lot of practice. Here is a wealth of effective practice
activities—including more than 16 hours of audio material!—to help polish your spoken Mandarin
Chinese. This book corresponds to Basic Spoken Chinese and allows you to move from complete
beginner level to basic proficiency. Downloadable content features over 16 hours of audio
material, as well as (printable) PDF files of hundreds of additional practice pages and
exercises. Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials includes carefully designed activities to
help solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, including: Pronunciation exercises.
Vocabulary and Grammar summaries. Substitution drills. Transformation and Response drills. Role
Play & Listening Comprehension exercises. Dictation exercises. Translation exercises. The
downloadable content contains: 16 hours of audio by native Mandarin speakers. Printable practice
pages. Printable exercises and activities. Together with or after this book, you can use Basic
Written Chinese if you want to learn Chinese reading and writing. It introduces the highestfrequency characters and words in a systematic way. About the Series Respected Chinese language
expert Dr. Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a
learning system that uses separate but integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the
basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in the Basic Spoken Chinese series allow you
to move from complete beginner level to intermediate fluency.
This is a beginning-level course in written Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method
designed to have you quickly reading and writing simple, connected Chinese sentences. Along with
its sister book Basic Spoken Chinese and their accompanying workbooks, Basic Written Chinese
offers a complete introductory course to the written Chinese language. As a native English
speaker, working hard to learn Chinese characters is not enough; you have to work smart in order
to learn this very different language efficiently. No matter why you've chosen to learn
Chinese—for business, travel, cultural studies or another goal—the Basic Chinese approach of two
separate but integrated tracks in spoken and written Chinese will help you learn this language
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most efficiently and successfully. Basic Written Chinese is designed so it can be used in a
class with an instructor or by independent learners working on their own. Basic Written Chinese
systematically introduces 288 of the highest frequency characters (in both their simplified and
traditional forms) and over 700 common words written with them in context in sentences and a
variety of reading passages to help you master basic Chinese reading and writing. This method
will greatly improve your abilities to read Chinese and write Chinese The structure of each new
character is explained in detail to make the learning of characters easier, and "look-alike"
characters are compared and contrasted. Many lessons include character differentiation drills
and some lessons include realia such as name cards, street signs, or email messages. Each lesson
introduces 6 new characters and a number of words that are written using them. By dividing the
leaning into small tasks, you maintain a sense of accomplishment rather than getting bogged
down. You'll experience both printed and handwritten forms of characters, as well as several
different printed fonts. The downloadable audio features: Over 6 hours of audio by several
native Mandarin speakers. Recordings of all reading selections. Recordings of all new characters
and new vocabulary. Available separately, Basic Written Chinese Practice Essentials is the
companion workbook for Basic Written Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of
drills and exercises designed to dramatically enhance your proficiency in reading and writing
Chinese. While designed for use with the companion textbook, it can be used together with any
Chinese textbook or teaching program to hone your Chinese reading and writing language skills.
An Introduction to Speaking and Listening for Beginners (DVD and MP3 Audio CD Included)
China Ready!
Un-Standardizing Curriculum
Orientalism
Basic Mandarin Chinese - Speaking & Listening Practice Book
A Practical Guide to Learning Mandarin
Learn to Speak, Read and Write Chinese the Easy Way! (Companion Audio)
A complete beginning-level course for written Mandarin Chinese designed to teach you to read and write Mandarin
quickly and efficiently! The Basic Mandarin Chinese series offers a complete introductory course superior to any other
language product for Chinese. These books teach spoken and written Chinese separately, allowing you to focus on the
area most important to you, and to learn the spoken and written forms of Chinese at different speeds depending on your
available time and interest. The free audio recordings included with this book reinforce the content and make the learning
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process easy. Whether you're learning Mandarin for work, travel or other reasons—the Basic Mandarin Chinese approach
of having two separate but integrated "tracks" helps you to learn the language more efficiently and more successfully. Key
features of this Chinese textbook and online material include: Learn to read and write the 288 highest-frequency
characters and over 700 words Designed to have you reading and writing simple, connected Chinese sentences quickly
Both simplified and traditional characters are taught; you may choose to learn either or both Features a variety of fonts
and styles—typeset and handwritten—preparing you to use Chinese characters in different contexts, from reading signs to
texting on your phone The online material included with this book includes over 6 hours of audio recordings by various
native speakers, including recordings of all the reading selections, new characters, and vocabulary. This textbook is
designed to be used in conjunction with the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading & Writing Practice Book which provides a
range of drills and exercises designed to enhance your proficiency in reading and writing Mandarin Chinese quickly.
This workbook is designed for use with the Elementary Mandarin Chinese Textbook and offers a wealth of carefullydesigned practice activities to help you solidify every aspect of your Chinese skills in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. It includes extensive interactive drills, exercises and other practice materials. Online audio files are available for
use in the relevant exercises. The lessons in this workbook correspond to the 24 lessons in the Elementary Mandarin
Chinese Textbook. The materials in this workbook are meant to be completed by students outside of class to strengthen
and consolidate their understanding of the materials in the textbook. Lessons 1 and 2 of the Workbook contain exercises
to learn to read and pronounce the Pinyin alphabet along with simple classroom expressions. They also introduce 48 basic
Chinese characters. Beginning with Lesson 3, each lesson of the workbook contains two parts. Each part has two sets of
listening comprehension exercises, one translation exercise, one character practice sheet, and one reading and writing
exercise. Lessons 13 and 24 of the textbook are review lessons and therefore have no corresponding workbook materials.
Start speaking Korean the fun and easy way with Korean For Dummies, a no-nonsense guide to Korean culture and the
basics of Korean language. Pick up basic phrases and commonly used words so that you can converse with Koreans in
both business and personal situations. You’ll learn Korean for everyday life and task-specific expressions for Korean on the
go. In addition, you’ll discover important and fascinating aspects of Korean culture. This handy guide won’t burden you
with lists of grammar rules; just look up the phrases and cultural phrases that you need or read through the whole book
for a general overview. You’ll be able to place material in a daily context with cultural tidbits, phonetic spelling of Korean
words, and the recorded Korean dialogues on the accompanying CD. Exercises will jog your memory and reinforce
everything that you learn. Find out how to: Use basic phrases and words correctly Converse intelligently about Korean
culture Do business with a Korean company Say task-specific expressions Pronounce Korean words Put material in a realworld context Make a good first impression with Koreans Complete with lists of ten ways to learn Korean quickly, ten
phrases to make you sound Korean, ten expressions that Koreans like to use, and ten things you should never do around a
Korean, Korean For Dummies is your one-stop guide to speaking basic Korean and understanding the fundamentals of
Korean culture.
Use this one-of-a-kind practice guide together with any Chinese book or language program, and dramatically enhance
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your speaking and listening skills. No matter what book or course you're using to learn Chinese, it takes a lot of practice.
Here is a wealth of effective practice activities—including more than 16 hours of audio material!—to help polish your
spoken Mandarin Chinese. This book corresponds to Basic Spoken Chinese and allows you to move from complete
beginner level to basic proficiency. An included disc contains over 16 hours of audio material, as well as (printable) PDF
files of hundreds of additional practice pages and exercises. Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials includes carefully
designed activities to help solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, including: Pronunciation exercises .
Vocabulary and Grammar summaries . Substitution drills . Transformation and Response drills . Role Play & Listening
Comprehension exercises . Dictation exercises . Translation exercises . The accompanying CD–ROM contains: 16 hours of
audio by native Mandarin speakers. Printable practice pages. Printable exercises and activities. Together with or after this
book, you can use Basic Written Chinese if you want to learn Chinese reading and writing. It introduces the highestfrequency characters and words in a systematic way. About the Series Respected Chinese language expert Dr. Cornelius
Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a learning system that uses separate but
integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in the Basic
Spoken Chinese series allow you to move from complete beginner level to intermediate fluency.
Essentials of Paleomagnetism
Elementary Mandarin Chinese Textbook
Basic Mandarin Chinese - Reading & Writing Textbook
An Introduction to Speaking and Listening for Beginners (CD-Rom with Audio Files and Printable Pages Included)
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